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In the following, I would like to take a brief

look at the most recent and promising tech-

nological developments regarding blockchain

infrastructure technology. Today, a very com-

mon perspective of the financial industry and

other practitioners is that three essential

issues are overshadowing the innovative

potential and advantages of blockchain tech-

nology: scalability, privacy, and high energy

consumption. However, a multitude of initia-

tives are working actively on turning viable

solution proposals into running code. The aim

of this editorial is to shed light on innovative

solutions for these alleged issues.

Currently, permissioned ledger systems (aka

private chains) are frequently applied to

improve scalability and privacy properties that

public blockchains are currently lacking.

However, with the rise of private chains, new

disconnected "islands of trust" will be created

among which interoperability is low. This

results in an intra-bank IT infrastructure

update which is at best decreasing costs 

within that particular network.

But what are viable remedies for block chains

in general?

First, two generic approaches to provide 

scalability are sharding and state channel

networks. Sharding means splitting up the

blockchain database into multiple non-over-

lapping "shards" of data according to their

business domain. This enables nodes to store

and process only transactions that are rele-

vant to their business domain. Off-chain state

channel networks are developed for the

Bitcoin (Lightning Network) and Ethereum

(Raiden Network) projects. State channels

provide infrastructure to perform bilateral

transactions off-chain (i.e., the transactions

are neither recorded nor verified on a global

ledger) while preserving the level of security

known from the blockchain concept. As 

these channels require no network wide con-

sensus for each block of transactions, the

number of transactions per second can be

increased by several orders of magnitude.

Second, the privacy issue is tackled in two 

different ways: cryptographic improvements

and state channel networks. Rather than rely-

ing on sophisticated cryptography with all 

its caveats and complexity, state channel net-

works introduce privacy as they move a large

share of transactions into bilateral channels.

Hence, transactions are only visible to the 

two interacting participants. On the other

hand, transaction privacy is provided by 

integrating cryptographic techniques (i.e.,

Zero-Knowledge Proofs) into the validation

mechanism. Thereby, transaction sender and

receiver can no longer be put into relation-

ship. The most recently launched blockchain

system following this road is ZCash. The

Ethereum project has already announced

implementing this technology in its upcoming

versions.

Third, the high energy consumption of proof-

of-work (PoW) consensus algorithms which

are used by most public blockchains is a 

reasonable cause of concern to many users.

However, Ethereum 2.0 will use an advanced

form of proof-of-stake algorithm called

"Casper" as its consensus protocol. It

replaces resource expensive PoW "mining".

Blockchains are then no longer backed by

"proof of burned energy" but secured by

deposits.

At the time of writing, various details concern-

ing the actual implementations still need to

be discussed and worked out. However, the

rate of development progress of approaches,

such as state-channel technology, sharding,

and advanced cryptography, is nothing short

of astounding. These developments suggest

that the way of how we as a society can trans-

fer and manage value will fundamentally

change as it will no longer be dependent on

intermediaries.
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